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1/6 VIARO BBQ-Outdoor-Kitchen
VIARO is an extendable modular concept designed for BBQ as a vivid, involving shared experience.

 
Solution

The VIARO BBQ Outdoor-Kitchen is
designed for BBQ as a vivid and
involving shared experience. 

The extendable modular concept in
a characteristic V-shape offers
various possible
arrangements.                                             
       

Broad wooden counter-tops give
sufficient space for sociable food
preparations. Additional mobile
containers provide storage space
and counter-top
extensions.                                                    
          

The sheet metal construction is
based on feasibility and all
materials are
recyclable.                                                    
                                 

The gas bottle supplies three
burners and one side burner and is
stored beneath the
grill.                                                              

Several add on facilities are
available, as side burner, wok, gas
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2/6 VIARO BBQ-Outdoor-Kitchen
VIARO is an extendable modular concept designed for BBQ as a vivid, involving shared experience.

How does your idea solve the problem?

The VIARO-concept can be used as a single BBQ-grill (basic unit) or be extended to a fully
equipped BBQ-Outdoor-Kitchen in various arrangements
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3/6 VIARO BBQ-Outdoor-Kitchen
VIARO is an extendable modular concept designed for BBQ as a vivid, involving shared experience.

What could be the perfect event to implement your approach/object?

Private occasions,

Event-catering,

Gastronomy
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4/6 VIARO BBQ-Outdoor-Kitchen
VIARO is an extendable modular concept designed for BBQ as a vivid, involving shared experience.

Which problem is solved by this idea?

The possibility to equip/ extend a modern designed BBQ-Outdoor-Kitchen to various consumer
needs.
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5/6 VIARO BBQ-Outdoor-Kitchen
VIARO is an extendable modular concept designed for BBQ as a vivid, involving shared experience.

How many guests can participate in your outdoor dinner?

2-22
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6/6 VIARO BBQ-Outdoor-Kitchen
VIARO is an extendable modular concept designed for BBQ as a vivid, involving shared experience.
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Creative's profile

JKN
Produktdesigner

Creative's top 5 skills

Graphic Design, Illustration, Product Design
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